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Dr. Poonam Khanna With

MINDS that
MATTER
in Overland Park

by candi sm i t h | p h o t o g r a p hy by a d ri e n n e m a p l e s

C

hildhood depression doesn’t always rear its ugly head with a roar.
Sometimes it starts out subtly with your child sleeping all the time or not
enough. Maybe they are withdrawing from others, or they are losing in-

terest in hobbies they used to enjoy. Your child’s appetite has decreased, and their
grades are suffering. These symptoms may be a silent cry for help.
Fortunately, help is close by. Dr. Poonam Khanna, board-certified in both
adult and child and adolescent psychiatry for almost a decade, opened Minds that
Matter in December 2011. It’s located at 143rd and Metcalf in Overland Park.
Prior to opening her practice, Dr. Khanna was a Clinical Assistant Professor and
Faculty Child Psychiatrist at KU Med Center where she supervised, trained and educated fellows, residents and medical students
while also seeing her own private patients. She continues to teach as volunteer faculty at KU Med and as a Clinical Assistant Professor at KCUMB.
Dr. Khanna, whose father is a neurosurgeon and mother is a child-psychologist, knew from an early age that she was curious
about the brain and how it affects everything about us. Once she did her child psychiatry rotation during medical school, she knew
she had found her perfect fit.
In her practice, Dr. Khanna deals with a multitude of disorders. She explained, “I spend a lot of time with my patients. When I
see someone in my office, I look at the genetic, developmental, physical, cognitive, behavioral, educational, emotional, familial and
social aspects of a child’s life. Any or all of these may contribute to the difficulties experienced within an individual and within a family. I do a great deal of education with patients and families because I want them to be well-informed. Unfortunately, there is plenty
of misinformation out there that can influence people and jeopardize their safety and well-being.”
Since Dr. Khanna is a medical doctor, she can prescribe medications if they are warranted. However, she emphasized, “Depending on the nature and intensity of the problem, therapy may be the first appropriate treatment route. If the symptoms don’t
improve, or only partially improve, medication may be the next step. There are also circumstances when medications are the firstline treatment. Medications can be very beneficial because they allow people to not only feel better but also manage their emotions,
thoughts and behaviors in a more productive manner. Many times, if I do recommend medication treatment, I also encourage
therapy. These modalities work well together and can be building blocks to a more successful and enjoyable life.”
She offered this advice, “Do you wonder if your child is just going through a normal developmental stage that will work itself
out? Is this just a little bump in the road or will things continue to get worse? If you keep coming back to the same issues, it’s time
to seek help and get an evaluation. I consider ‘outside the normal’ as thoughts, feelings or behaviors that cause problems in various

“My goal is to help children have a successful life. That’s
why early detection, intervention, prevention and stability
are so critical in helping children. I consider Minds that Matter
an advocate for children and their families.”
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